Failed Pilonidal Surgery

New Paradigm and New Operation Leading to Cures

John Bascom, MD, PhD; Thomas Bascom, MD

Hypothesis: Refractory pilonidal disease is due to damage of the epidermis in the deep gluteal cleft by moisture and bacteria, rather than to damage in deep tissues. A new paradigm suggests that a procedure to change the shape of the gluteal cleft will improve results.

Design: Before-and-after trial.

Setting: Community private practice with extensive experience in pilonidal disease, providing ambulatory and hospital care.

Patients: Thirty-one patients with severe refractory pilonidal disease, with a median follow-up of 20 months in 27 patients (87%). Patients had undergone a total of 141 operations with wounds still open for a combined total of 252 years.

Intervention: The deep gluteal cleft was reshaped with a skin flap. Deep tissue was left essentially intact.

Main Outcome Measures: Number healed, time to healing, number of operations required.

Results: Wounds in all 31 patients healed, 28 after a single procedure. The time to healing was rapid, within 1 week in 22 patients. There were no recurrences.

Conclusions: For refractory pilonidal disease, the cleft lift procedure produced rapid results by drawing intact skin over the cleft and bringing the suture line out to open air. The failures of old methods and success of this new one suggest a need for a paradigm shift in our understanding of pilonidal disease. The source of disease is not the deep tissue but rather the epidermis in the moist, hypoxic, and bacteria-laden gluteal cleft. This also has implications for initial treatment of pilonidal disease, where simple, nonoperative treatments are often effective.
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In an invited editorial response to an earlier article on pilonidal disease by one of us (J.B.), an English surgeon wrote,

There comes a time in the treatment of surgical disease when conventional methods are no longer improving the outlook for the patients and a paradigm shift in our concepts of aetiology and hence surgical treatment is required. The author has given us this opportunity by not only challenging convention but also providing us with a lucid alternative thesis and compelling arguments for changing current surgical practice.1

This article aims to reinforce this shift by reporting on successful treatment of complicated pilonoidal disease.

A paradigm shift had been building in pilonidal disease for 60 years or more. During World War II, the Surgeon General forbade wide excision as treatment for pilonidal disease because it hospitalized 79000 troops for an average of 55 days. Much scientific evidence has accumulated on the topic, but no satisfactory general theory of origin has explained the findings.

See Invited Critique at end of article

In its initial presentation, pilonidal disease often responds to conventional treatment. However, sometimes despite (or because of) surgical procedures, wounds break down, fistulas develop, and wounds remain open despite multiple operations and years of care and effort. Pilonidal disease then lives up to its reputation as a condition that frustrates surgeon and patient alike. The goal of this article is to assist surgeons in shifting to the new paradigm for pilonidal disease, first by proposing better explanations for the origin of unhealed wounds and second by describing a simplified operation that brings the most difficult of unhealed pilonidal wounds under prompt control.
Strong evidence shows that pilonidal disease originates in the epidermis in a midline stretched hair follicle. This follicle is the "pore" or "pit" of origin and is analogous to an epidermal inclusion cyst. Early pilonidal changes are amplified by further epidermal and deep tissue disruption from moisture, anaerobic conditions, hair, and bacteria. Moisture creates an environment that is friendly to anaerobic bacteria and results in maceration of epidermis and loss of this natural barrier to infection. Marks et al showed that length of pilonidal healing delay correlates with the number of anaerobic colonies present. Although hypoxia of cavity contents has not been proved in unhealed pilonidal wounds, the presence of anaerobes is strong evidence of local lack of ambient oxygen. The role of hypoxia in wounds is well studied: Hunt et al stated that unremitting hypoxia slows collagen accumulation in wounds, and Allen et al showed that hypoxia limits bacterial killing. However, it is not clear whether ambient hypoxia stalls healing directly or acts indirectly by encouraging growth of anaerobes, the products of which interfere with healing.

Although deep tissue hypoxia has been suggested as a cause, further evidence shows that deep tissue processes are not to blame for ongoing pilonidal disease: Karydakis and Kitchen. More detailed description of the procedure has been published previously. The operation proceeds as follows. An ellipse of skin is removed from the left wall of the gluteal cleft. Skin from the right wall is raised to drape loosely across the midline. A new suture line is laid parallel to the midline, but to one side of it, nearer to open air. Intact skin now shapes a shallower midline.

For the operation to be successful, the surgeon must plot carefully the skin to be removed, ie, the ellipse from the left wall. The buttocks are pushed together before surgery and the normal outer line of contact is marked (Figure 1). Starting and ending points of the final suture line are marked with dots, clear and durable, 2 cm beyond each end of all midline defects but 2 cm to the left. An ellipse 4 cm wide is drawn between the dots, tapered to a sharp point at each dot. The dimensions of the ellipse are adjusted to fit the patient. This ellipse will be discarded (Figure 2, red line).

Next, an oval zone of the skin is outlined to be undermined and released from deeper tissues (Figure 2, blue line). The incisions are begun on the right or midline side of the ellipse. The knife goes 1 mm to the right of the unhealed defect. This saves the maximum possible skin for a right flap to cover the left excision. Skin 7 mm thick is freed from the right and left walls of the cleft (Figure 3). This unroofs the chronic abscess cavity, which is scrubbed clean with gauze. Secondary openings are enlarged to improve drainage; fistulas between secondary openings and the cavity are cleaned by pulling a sponge through them. There is no need to excise or close fistulous tracts; they will heal by secondary intention.

Recurrent or persistent fistula should prompt closer evaluation for an overlooked persistent midline defect in the epidermis. In rare cases, epidermis will have grown down the wall of a fistula; this is readily apparent by gross examination and, although exceedingly rare, is the one circumstance in which the fistula should be excised.

Before the irrevocable move of cutting along the left side to remove the ellipse, the fit should be checked to avoid a closure that is too tight or too loose. (Rarely, a deep scar formed from a contracted fibrous abscess will restrict the falling together of soft fat. Under these circumstances, we recommend shaving off the deep scar tissues.) The tapes are released and the buttocks pushed together into normal position, and then the right flap is pulled across (Figure 4).

The cleft can be obliterated above the tip of the sacrum, but a midline sag should be left below the tip of the sacrum to give comfort with sitting. With the ellipse removed, the fat is approximated with light sutures and the skin is closed with removable subcuticular polypropylene sutures. Tapes reinforce the suture line (Figure 5). (For those interested in the tech-
nique, a videotape of the operation is available gratis from the authors.)

Secretions can be aspirated for 4 days with an optional suction drain. Anaerobic and aerobic bacteria are controlled with metronidazole, 250 mg, and cephalexin sodium, 1 gm, given intravenously 30 minutes before surgery, and metronidazole, 250 mg, and cephalexin hydrochloride, 250 mg, given 4 times a day by mouth for 4 days after surgery. Ambulation and sitting begin immediately; hospitalization is less than 24 hours even in severe cases. Patients with small problems are treated as outpatients. Hematomas, which are rare, are scrubbed out and reclosed. Patients apply povidone-iodine 4 times a day for 3 days and wash wounds with soap and water from the second day.

RESULTS

CURRENT SURGERY

Twenty-eight of the 31 patients underwent the cleft lift procedure. This procedure was not used in 3 patients because examination showed that previous wide excisions had resulted in significant wound tension with recurrent painful stretching or even skin tears. In these cases, we used a small Z- or Y-V-plasty placed out on each buttock and away from the midline to release tense skin; in all 3 cases, this solved the problem. Patients were contacted for follow-up by office visits, mail, or telephone. We were able to contact 27 patients (87%), with a median postrepair follow-up of 20
months (range, 1 month to 15 years). (We are using the median rather than the average to represent pooled data because several patients are outliers; using an average would distort the impression of the number of years of follow-up.)

Wounds in all 31 patients healed, 22 immediately, with sutures removed 1 week after a single operation. Six more patients’ wounds healed after the single operation but slightly more slowly, as the residual open segments of their wounds closed secondarily. Three patients required later small operative revisions as adjustments of the original repair, and all 3 healed. The longest interval to cure was 13 months in 1 obese patient, who experienced minimal discomfort while minor outpatient revisions and local care completed healing of the cleft lift. Including this outlier, cumulative healing time for all 31 patients was 17 months. Of the 27 patients we were able to contact at follow-up, all remained healed.

**PREVIOUS SURGERIES**

The most common failed previous operation, used 73 times, was wide excision of affected tissue that was followed by suture closure (38 operations), wound packing (24 operations) (as diligently as weekly for a year in 1 patient), muscle or buttock rotation (6 operations), and Z-plasty (5 operations). The other procedure used, incision and drainage, was applied 68 times. Incision and drainage effectively relieved the pain of acute abscesses, but it unfortunately failed to address the source of recurrent disease. In another patient, a massive rotation of both buttocks left a deep cleft in the midline and healing failed. These 31 patients who had refractory pilonidal disease and persistently open wounds had undergone an average of 5 operations before referral (range, 2-13 operations; total for group, 141 operations).

Why these operations failed appears in the **Table**. In 16 patients, a surgical repair left a sutured or packed incision at the bottom of a deep and dirty cleft. In 7 cases, an overhang left by a contracting scar from previous repair resulted in a tight, airless pocket. At the bottom of this pocket, the previously normal epidermis broke down under the adverse conditions. In 5 patients, the cause of failure was retention of the midline pore that initiates most original pilonidal abscesses; without appropriate removal of this nidus of pilonidal disease, abscesses reform, often repeatedly. One of those 5 patients had received 9 incisions for acute abscess without addressing the source. That pore as a source can be difficult to identify because it is hidden in the edema of acute abscess but becomes obvious when edema has cleared 1 week after drainage. In the presence of a recurrent abscess, an insignificant-looking pore in the midline distal to the abscess should be sought as the cause. Finally, failure in 3 cases was due to wound tension that tore skin or stretched it painfully when the patient sat. Excessive skin removal at previous surgery created this problem.

Particularly striking was the protracted course of these conditions. Despite previous wide excision surgery, which was often aggressive, these patients carried disease for years. The 31 patients had accumulated a median of 6 years of open wounds (range, 1-37 years; group total, 252 years). Five patients had endured 20 to 37 years of open wounds; clearly, observation alone does not solve these problems.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to identify the reasons for nonhealing in extreme cases of refractory pilonidal disease. We treated these difficult cases with the cleft lift procedure. The success of this procedure strongly supports a new paradigm in pilonidal disease, whereby epidermal damage and repair are the key elements in pathologic features and cure.

Deep abscesses and fistulas characterize advanced pilonidal disease. However, the likely sources of both initial disease and nonhealing pilonidal wounds are superficial and subtle; one must direct one's attention away from the obvious and profound changes that occur secondarily. Instead, to achieve healing, attention must be focused on the adverse local conditions that damage the epidermis. Study of these 31 cases showed that healing fails at the bottom of deep, moist, and warm clefts despite carefully placed packing or stitches. Even normal skin breaks down in such sites.

Many current instructions for pilonidal care13-17 call for wide excision of all granulating wounds, abscesses, tunnels, and fistulas, often to the periosteum. However, the wide excision follows an old paradigm that holds that defective and inflamed deep tissues are the source of nonhealing in pilonidal disease. Our findings suggest that deep tissue damage, although obvious, is not the primary source of nonhealing, but rather is a secondary effect. The source of nonhealing cannot be deficiencies of deep tissue competence or of deep tissue oxygenation from capillaries; neither of these was changed by our efforts, yet the patients recovered.

Thus, the primary source of surgical failures is not weak deep midline tissues but rather the shape of the gluteal cleft (or of a postsurgical structure such as the overhang), which creates the moist, warm, bacteria-friendly environment. As this and similar previous studies have shown, when midline “defective” skin is transferred to convex surfaces, it heals normally.

This new paradigm of epidermal origin of pilonidal disease has important implications for initial management of the disease. Our experience with nearly 600 other patients has taught us that simpler techniques such as shaving, pit removal, and lateral drainage can usually avoid unhealed wounds 2,18,19 Armstrong and Barcia, 8 Rick-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause of Failure</th>
<th>No. of Subjects</th>
<th>Treatment That Healed Wound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deep and airless cleft</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cleft lift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhanging scar from previous surgery</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cleft lift, distal, to smooth cleft floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original pore of origin not treated</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cleft lift, limited, to remove pore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too much skin removed at previous surgery</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bilateral Z- or Y-V-plasty to release tension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and other simple methods, often in the office, have been the pit and is followed by curettage or brushing out. These controls limited disease when the incision passes through complications can be prevented by improved early care. Most of these mal fibrous tissue and will heal.

The operation described in this article simplifies the technique used by its originators, Karydakis and Kitchen. We avoid their step of removal of all deep inflamed tissue and use of thick flaps of fat attached to skin, since we shift skin alone. We have termed this modified procedure left lift since it reduces the depth of the cleft. It relocates the healing line, moving it out to the surface. Muscle and fascia are never divided or shifted. Some skin is removed, but it is only to reshape the cleft to restore favorable wound healing conditions. The wall of the pilonidal abscess cavity is often left in place, since it is normal fibrous tissue and will heal.

This report collected the most severe complications of pilonidal care in our experience. Most of these complications can be prevented by improved early care. Shaving, pulling hairs from the pores, and careful cleaning may be enough for earliest disease. Incision alone controls limited disease when the incision passes through the pit and is followed by curettage or brushing out. These and other simple methods, often in the office, have been described. We advocate use of the cleft lift if simpler treatments fail and for larger primary disease with multiple pits in a deep and tight cleft, as well as for the complex unhealed wounds described in this study.

CONCLUSIONS

The most common cause of persistent open wounds after surgery for pilonidal disease is the deep cleft and the moist, bacteria-laden, anaerobic conditions there that arrest healing. The mystery of unhealed pilonidal disease is solved by understanding that the shape of the cleft and the conditions generated within that cleft inhibit epidermal closure and are the reason for the failure to heal. A simple operation solves these problems. It moves a skin flap across the cleft after mobilization from the cleft wall. This reduces cleft depth and brings the suture line off the midline onto a convex surface exposed to conditions that promote healing.